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With Kiss and Tell, Cherry Adair wowed readers and set their pulses racing. The breathless, adventure-
filled books that followed transformed Adair into one of romantic suspense’s brightest stars. No,w in her
long-awaited hardcover debut, the award-winning author thrills us with a wild ride through the frozen
north, where there are dangers greater than the bitter cold–and passions hot enough to melt ice.

Lily Munroe thought she had married an honest, dependable man, but she was painfully mistaken. It didn’t
take long for her once-loving husband to become a secretive stranger–mixing with shady people and even
shadier dealings. Although Lily nursed him through a sudden terminal illness, her marriage was over long
before he passed away. During that difficult time, only her passion for the exhilarating Iditarod race across
Alaska gave her something to look forward to–and she channeled her emotions into training dogs for the
grueling event. Now single again, she’s more determined than ever to win the race, awaken her sense of self,
and leave her past behind.

In the competition, the person to beat is two-time winner Derek Wright, a man Lily dubs Mr. Wrong.
Extremely sexy and devilishly charming, Derek is the consummate playboy. Or is he? Although Lily can’t
deny her intense attraction, she believes he is dangerous to her scarred heart. Little does she know that Derek
is an elite antiterrorism agent–or how desperately she’ll need to depend on his skills to keep her alive once
the race is under way.
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From reader reviews:

Jean Young:

The book On Thin Ice can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly why
must we leave the good thing like a book On Thin Ice? A few of you have a different opinion about book.
But one aim this book can give many data for us. It is absolutely right. Right now, try to closer with your
book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you are able to give for each other; you are able to share all
of these. Book On Thin Ice has simple shape however you know: it has great and big function for you. You
can appear the enormous world by open and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

Roy Christy:

Now a day people who Living in the era where everything reachable by match the internet and the resources
inside can be true or not call for people to be aware of each data they get. How people have to be smart in
having any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Looking at a book can
help men and women out of this uncertainty Information specially this On Thin Ice book since this book
offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred per cent
guarantees there is no doubt in it as you know.

Paul Skeens:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always try to and must have the free time or they will get wide
range of stress from both daily life and work. So , once we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely
sure. People is human not really a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity do you possess when
the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer can unlimited right. Then ever try this one, reading
guides. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the actual book you have read is actually On
Thin Ice.

Vera Gates:

The book untitled On Thin Ice contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains her idea with
easy means. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read it.
The book was written by famous author. The author gives you in the new time of literary works. You can
read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or program, so you can read the book in
anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open their official web-site and also order it.
Have a nice study.
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